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:onnexlon between it and invention has been lost, but the last
mportant innovation in ritual* the Corpus Christi festival*
ed to a whole galaxy of new devices in architecture and art.
As long as ritual is expanding and developing, so long can
he inventor find shelter under its wing; but ritual expansion
las seldom occurred. We have reason to believe that the
fast ritual complex associated with the divine kingship was
leveloped in the Ancient East, in the same regions as, and
nost probably in association with, the various inventions and
liscoveries connected with the growing of com,, the domesti-
;ation of sheep and cattle, pottery and the use of metals,
rfiich we have discussed in previous chapters.
From the Ancient East the stream flowed east and west.
The introduction of Buddhism to China followed upon that
>f earlier cults3 and led to a period of ritual development
asting well over a thousand years. During this period
nany inventions were made, but when the ritual became
stereotyped, invention ceased.
Westward the ritual stream flowed into Greece, but the
ievdopment both of ritual and invention was more important
jl Asiatic than in European Greece,
The old Roman ritual gave little encouragement to inven-
tiveness, and the later cults were imported ready-made from
the East. As a result, the Romans invented almost nothing,.
Much the same can be said of the Moslems. There was a
period of mild inventiveness while the religion was settling
iown into its various sects, but since that process was com-
pleted, about 900 years ago, no Moslem has Invented
mything.
From the fall of the Roman Empire to the fifteenth
things were much the same throughout Europe; there
ray few inventions, and these were mostly         by priests,
or used in the service of the Church.
This connexion of ritual with inventiveness is mot sarpris*
tag. It might be supposed that Inventions in

